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By using stochastic dependence with complete connections we obtain some 
asymptotic formulas on the digits of the nearest integer continued fraction. We get 
a formula for the geometric mean of partial denominators and the relative fre- 
quency of a pair (a, E) of digits, of numerators and of signs. 0 1986 Academic Press, 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. To simplify the writing, throughout this paper we use the 
name of Hurwitz’s fraction instead of the nearest integer continued fraction. 
(Historicaly, B. Minnigerode introduced fraction of this type in 1873 and 
they were studied by Hurwitz a little later). Let us consider the Hurwitz 
fraction of a nonzero irrational number y in [ - $, f] 
(1) 
where &j(y) E ( - 1, 11, ai are integers, aj(y) z 2, 5(y) + sj+ I(y) > 2, 
j>, 1. The algorithm can be found in [lo]. We denote the right member of 
(1) by 
i 
f%(Y), G(Y)r--- 
%(Y)Y %(Y)r-- 1 
and the set of all irrational numbers y in [ - 4, $1 such that &Jy) = jk, 
q(y) = 4, k E { I,..., n}, by 
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Let T: [ -4, $1 + [ --$, i] be the operator defined by 
iyv = Qo’), E3( “I’),... 
a2(;1!), c(,(?‘),... I 
Thus, if To!: = y, we have 
(2, 
In (1) the LX,, cx2 ,..., are the partial de~orn~~atu~s and F,, z2 ,..., are the partial 
~ume$ators. 
In what follows we shall use the notation: N* = { 1, 2, 3,... 1, N= 
(0, 1, 2,...f, I, is the characteristic function of the event A, almost 
everywhere (a.e.), X’ is the product of r equal s-algebras X. 
1.2. Now, let gt- 1,2.1,z, be the 
[ -i, 11 and /J a nonatomic measure on 
defined by 
c-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of 
g,_ 1,‘2,3j23. In [4] the sets J&(W) 
and F,(W) = F,(w, p) = ~(~~(~)) were considered. These functions satisfy 
the next Gauss-Kusmin-type equation 
F,+,(w)= f F i -F 
,=;[ “(h) 
for all WE [0, 11, HEN. 
Also, in [43 using Kusmin’s method, it was possible to construct the 
random system with complete connections (RSCC) (see Appendix) 
{(W, W), (.x a), f4 PI, (31 
where 
w= C-f, 41, “w = aA, - ,,* ,p, ) . - 
X=(N\{O, 11)x (-1,1), .Y = P(X) (the power set ), 
4w, (2, 1 )I = 
i 
(ws2).-1 if u’L 0, 
4 if w sc 0, 
u(w, ( -2, 1)) 1 (-w-2)-’ if MI 2 0, - = 
-4 if WV< 0, 
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u(w, (x, E)) = (x + m-l, WE w, (x, dEfl{(--2, -I), (2, l,}, 
P(w, (-2, -l))=P(w, (2, l))=O for any w < 0, 
I w+G 
(w+~x)[(G+((l -E)/~))(w+EX)+E] 
if 
fTw, (x, El) = 
u’ > 0, (x, E) E X 
w+G+ 1 
(~+ex)[(G+((l-E)/~))(w+Ex)+E] 
if w)<O, (x,~)EIrj((-2, -l), (2, l)}. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
2.1. The ergodic behaviour of the RSCC (3) (see Appendix) is 
expressed by two main results. 
PROPOSITION 1. The random system with complete connections (3) 
associated to the Hurwitz fraction expansion is uniformly ergodic. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let v be the Gauss-type measure defined as follows: 
V([-f, &I)= 1, 
v(A) = (log G) ~ ’ i p(w) dw, A E q - l/2,1/2] 1 
A 
where 
G= (fi+ 1)/2, 
P(W) = 
(w+G)-’ if o<w,<+ 
(w+G+l)-’ if -;<w<O. 
Then v is the unique probability measure on ( W, 94’“) such that 
v(B) = jw Q(w, B)v(dw), 
where 
Q(w, B)= C P(w, (4 E)), 
i(X.E):U(W,(U,&))EB} 
.for all BE YV. 
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Propositions 1 and 2 were proved in 141. 
2.2. Next, on account of Propositions 1 and 2 it is possible to 
apply the law of large numbers to the chain of infinite order of the RSCC 
(3). Here, the chain of infinite order of the RSCC (3) is ((cI,,E,)),,.,~., 
where LY,, E,, n E N*, are defined by (1). Thus, we consider a real 
measurable function h defined on [ - t, $1 and fn = h 0 T” ‘, n E N*, where 
T is the transformation of the irrational numbers of [ -4, f] into itself 
defined as in (2). The theorem below is a generalization of Kolmogorov’s 
law of large numbers and shows a connection between v and P,. (the latter 
probability exists by virtue of the existence Theorem 3.2 of the Appendix). 
THEOREM 3. Assume that h is integrable (i.e., j’!‘,,, Ih( dw < CD)). Then 
(c:=, fj)/n converges P,.-a.e. to E,(h), for every w E W, where E,(h) = 
j”:,, h(w) v(dw). 
This is due to Iosifescu [a]. 
3. SOME ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS 
3.1. Now, we are prepared to prove 
PROPOSITION 4 (Geometric mean of partial denominators). Let 
I= ((ol,E)EX:a+&>2j. 
Then 
lim Jai x . . . x GL, 
n-m 
4(a+G)+s-5 4(a+G)+s-7 
~~~~,(4(n+G)+E1’4(o+G)+c-9 
‘“ga’logG = (4) 
P,-a.e., for all w E [ -4, t]. 
Proof. If we shall take h = log c1i in Theorem 3, then f,, = log c(,,. 
Also 
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Therefore 
and applying Theorem 3 the desired result is obtained. 
Remark. Since the right member of (4) does not depend on the 
represented number (in Hurwitz’s fraction), it follows that the geometric 
mean of the partial denominators is the same for all irrational numbers in 
[ -4, il. 
PROPOSITION 5 (Relative frequency of pair of digits). Let 
Then 
lim n-’ C 
1 
l=- 1% 
4(a+G)+s-5 4(cr+G)+s-7 
n-30 k<n log G 4(a+G)+~-3’4(a+G)+~-9 
(5) 
P,,-a.e., for any w E [ -4, 41. 
Proof: We shall again apply the law of large numbers to the chain of 
infinite order of the RSCC (3). taking h = I,,, = C(,EI = E ). We have 
where 
l&l = 1, al=a,&z=&}= [ 4 4 1 ’ 4a+.s+1’4a+s-1 
{E, = -1, al=a,&*=&)= [ - 4 4 1 4a+&-l’-4a+&+l~ 
Also 
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while 
-4:14x+,.-,, w+G+l 
1 
=-log 
4c(+c- 1+4G -’ 4c(+c+ 1 +G- ‘(4a+~-3) 
log G 4cr+s+l +4G~“4sr+s-l SC-‘(~M+E-5)’ 
Next, using G-’ = G - 1, we get by computation the right member of (5). 
Remark. Proposition 5 states that the relative frequency of (a, E) among 
the pairs (cl,J y), sk + ,(y)) of the Hurwitz fraction expansion does not 
depend on ~1. 
PROPOSITION 6 (Relative frequency of numerators). 
lim n ',z,Ek=&10g4, 
n--T (6) 
P,.-a.e., for any w E [ - 4, t]. 
ProoJ Equation (6) follows from Theorem 3, where h(w) = E,(W) and 
therefore .f, = E,. 
PROPOSITION 7 (Relative frequency of signs). 
(i) lim n-rcc n-l C kcn,ci= +I 1 = (l/hX (3) hidl + (W’G)), 
P,-a.e., for any w E [ - 4, 41. 
(ii) limn+rn npl CkGn&= -, 1 = (Mlog G)) log(l + (WG+ l))), 
P,,-a.e., for any w E [ -4, $1. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3 by letting h = II,, =,: in (i) and 
h=Z,,,= pII in (ii). 
Remark. Clearly, our proofs differ in point of view from those of 
Rockett [lo] for Proposition 7(i) and Rieger [9] for Propositions 5 and 6. 
In this regard a comparison is enlighting. 
3.2. To conclude, we note that the functional central limit theorem 
for the chain of infinite order of RSCC (3) would use a measurable real 
function h defined on [ --:,+I such that - - 
s 112 h2(w) dw < 00 ~ 112 
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and f, = h 0 7”- ‘, n E N*. On the other hand 
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for y~E;i:.‘.‘.‘i, where CJ((C~~,E~),~~~,, ) is the a-algebra generated by (a,, E;), 
if5 (l,..., nj. If 
then 
rJ2 = jy;,ih’(w)v(dw)-E+2 c (j”’ h(w)h(7vb(dw~-2) 
ntN* ~ 112 
is absolutely convergent. Particular forms for h will lead to the 
corresponding functional central limit theorems. 
Similarly, we obtain the law of the iterated logarithm (Strassen’s alter- 
native) for the sequence (g((cr,, E,),..., (cL,+~-~, E,,+~~,))),,~~*, where g is 
a real function defined on Xk. 
APPENDIX 
DEFINITION 3.1. A quadruple {( W, Yk), (X, .T), U, P} which satisfies the 
three properties 
(i) ( W, 9+‘) and (X, X) are arbitrary measurable spaces; 
(ii) u: W x X+ W is a (*w x X, +F)-measurable function; 
(iii) P is a transition probability function from ( W, Yf) to (X, !E), 
is called a homogeneous random system with complete connections 
(RSCC) (see [3]). 
Suppose a RSCC {( W, YY), (X, X), u, P} is given. We define: 
(4 u(“+‘qw, x ‘“+“‘={~~~~~~l,,xI~l),x,+,) if n=O if ~21, 
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f s x p(u”- I’(& $- 1) ), dx-,) Z,(x”‘) if r > 1 x 
for any w E W, r E N*, A E X’, (throughout, in the discrete case, write C 
instead of l) and xcn’ = (x1 ,..., x,). 
(c) P:(w,A)=P,+,~~(w,X”~‘A), 
with convention p x A = A, for any w E M; n, r E N* and A E Xr. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Existence). Let 
{(W W), (X, XL 24, P) (7) 
be a homogeneous RSCC and suppose an arbitrary w,, E Wfixed. There exist 
a probability space (Sz, 37, P,,,) and two sequences of random variables 
(5nLEN* (5,: Q +X) and ([,,)nC,Ji,: Q + W) such that 
0) (1) P,,((rn,...,5,+r~1)~A)=P:(wo,A); 
(2) Lo((S”+mY-r L+m+r-l ) E A It’“‘) = P”( (“)(wO, rcn)) r 24 A) 9 > 
PK.,-a.e.; 
(3) Pw,,((L+,>...~ ~,+,+,-,)EAI~(“‘,~(“‘)=P~(~,,A), 
P,,O-a.e.; 
for any n, m, r E N* and A E X’, where <(“), [‘“’ are the random vectors 
(51,-3 5,) and (11,..., in). 
tii) (inhE N is a Markov chain with initial distribution concentrated in 
wO and transition operator U 
W(w) = s, P(wt dx) f(u(w, x)) (8) 
for any fE B( W, Yf ). 
Remark a. Assuming in (i)(2) m = r = 1, we get 
Pw,(L+ I E A 1 rcn’) = P(u(~)(w~, t’“‘), A) P,-a.e., 
that is, the distribution of 5, + 1 conditioned by the past depends on this 
through u(“). This fact justifies the name of chain of infinite order or chain 
with complete connections used for (5,)” E Ne. 
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Remark b. The sequence (c,),, N is called the associated Markov chain. 
For f(w) =Za(w), A E W, we obtain by (8), the transition probability 
function of the associated Markov chain given by the equality 
Q(w, A) = Jx P(w, dx) ZAdw, xl). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let the RSCC (7) be given. If, for any r E N*, there 
exists a probability P,” on !P such that lim, _ o3 E, = 0, where 
E, = SUP Mw,A)-PW)I, 
WE w.reJv* 
AEI’ 
we say that the RSCC is uniformly ergodic. 
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